Another misdefinition pun quiz. Numbers in parentheses are the letters in the answer; (3|5) is a charade, an eight letter word splitting into a three plus five letter pun. My answers are out back. Yours may differ.

1. naughty in-flight entertainment involving take offs (3|5)
2. a mother’s emotional link to her child (6 4)
3. ngs (5 6 2 4)
4. examine hir [his/her] scalp for lice (2 4 3 4)
5. what annoyed teenagers say to their acne (3 3 2 2 4!)
6. undergoing brain surgery (After being against the idea at first, you were willing to reconsider.) (4-6)
7. bled blood (3 2 11)
8. too dumb for honest work but smart enough to stick together (5 2 7)
9. spare your lungs from overuse and live longer (4 5 4 6.)
10. the top seat on the company board acquired through nepotism with little effort or talent (4 5)
11. “What lies ahead? Will it get worse? Will we survive?” (6 5)
12. “urban renewal” demolition crew member (6 7)
13. good advice for everyone but golfers (4 7 2!)
14. skill at lying (that you’ll be held accountable for later!) (9)
15. “the scum of the earth” (a thin, greenish film on a big rock) (4)
16. a divider pretending to be a uniter (6 6 11)
17. enjoy your years on earth (by hurrying through life?) (4 4 4)
18. the rat-rush (by Nazis?) to get a higher degree (6 4)
19. the past with no artificial ingredients or processing (7 7)
20. where robbers lay the blame (or the goods) (2 3 5)
21. where hirelings lay the blame (or the hard jobs) (2 3 5 4)
22. mug a nun—a practice one should overcome! (4 3 5)
23. Royal VD (caught from immoral acts with sea creatures?) (4 5)
24. speak ill of the departed (5 ’2 4)
25. be so mad you need a cigarette (4 3 4)
26. cousins from the factory (10 9)
27. what you do if a foreign (non-English) spy lies to you—or loves you! (3 4 3 5 2 7.)
28. failed to win the debate—because your mind wandered off completely? (4 2 7)
29. investment lectures you must pay to attend (5 5)
30. only one affair after many years of marriage (4-8)
31. an ungay expatriate who hates hir native land (9)
32. an underwater explorer? under dog water! (7)
33. disappoint your headcover with casual inattention (3 4 4 4)
34. cattle with only half a set of teeth (6)
35. an expert but extravagant numismatist (5 4, 5 7)
36. jagged wool clippers that can cut the sheep and turn their wool a pale red (7 6)